HOW TO ACCESS A SIMULATION

The My ATI > Apply tab contains your Simulations. All the products on the Apply tab are Real Life Clinical Reasoning Scenarios, as well as The Leader and The Communicator Simulators, within ATI’s Nurses Touch solution. Each Simulation provides practice Case scenarios that simulate real-life situations. You will be tested along the way and provided immediate feedback on your decisions to help you gauge your ability to function in an actual working environment.

To access your Simulations, sign on to www.atitesting.com with your account’s Username and Password.

Your Simulations are located on the My ATI > Apply tab. Simulations you have already accessed within the last 30 days can be launched from the Student Home page Recent Activity section. They appear with a top purple border and Apply, their location on the MY ATI page, displaying in the lower right corner.

When launched from the home page, a confirmation window pops up. Click OK and your Simulation opens in a new window.

To help you find a particular Simulation, you can filter by Content Area, by View to display only Simulations that you have either accessed or not accessed or you can use the Sort list to display the product cards either by the date of last access or alphabetically by Simulation name.

Your Simulation product cards are distinguished from other cards by the purple border at the top. The number on the Modules button indicates the number of practice cases. Click MODULES to open a list of available cases.

On the Cases window, you can filter the list by View (All, Accessed, Not Accessed) and/or by Sort (Name, Date Accessed, Date Due).

Select Date Due to display assignments at the top of the list.

Click BEGIN CASE or CONTINUE CASE to access a simulation.

The date you last accessed a particular simulation displays in the lower right corner.

If your instructor has created an assignment, the due date displays directly under the BEGIN CASE button.
This slider helps you evaluate your performance as you progress through the case.

You are provided background information on both the case and the characters. Click **BEGIN CASE** to start the Overview.

You have an option to turn on Closed Captions. Use **Settings** to adjust the size and color of the text.

Practice questions occasionally have additional information available to help you understand the scenario. Clicking **VIEW DOCUMENTATION** opens the additional information in a separate window.

As soon as you select an answer and click **SUBMIT**, you receive feedback about whether or not you chose the correct answer. Click any **WHY?** button to display a Rationale window that explains why the answer is or is not correct.

When you are at the end of a Stage and ready to being the next portion of the Case, click **NEXT STAGE**.
When you have completed the last Stage, the COMPLETE SCENARIO button displays. Click COMPLETE SCENARIO to close the Case and review your results.

Here is your score showing the percent of questions you answered correctly.

Click a Stage to open the detail. Here you see the number of questions you answered correctly out of the total number of questions in the Stage. You can review each question, the answer you selected, and the rationale for the correct answer. You can also see whether your answer was correct or incorrect.

After you have completed a Case, you can open the Simulation from the MY ATI > APPLY tab and click RETAKE CASE to repeat the lesson. Also, you can click RESULTS to access your Individual Performance Profile for the Case.